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Abstract 
The paper provides a probabilistic analysis of the so-called “strong” linear programming 
relaxation of two k-clustering problems when the number of points n is large. The analysis is 
performed for two classical models in facility location, the Euclidian and uniform cost models. 
For the k-centre problem (for example) we show that with k = o(n/log n), k + 00, the value of 
the gap ratio (zlP - zLP)/zlP is 0.39 and 1 (respectively) for the two models above. We show also 
that in both cases branch and bound algorithms that use the strong linear programming 
relaxation as a bound must almost surely explore a nonpolynomial number of nodes to solve 
the k-centre problem to optimality. However, simple algorithms based on arbitrary solutions or 
symmetry will almost surely give solutions arbitrarily close to optimal. 
1. Introduction 
1 .I. General discussion and results 
Problems of dividing a set of 12 points (customers) into k subsets (regions), each 
region having a specified fixed point (the depot), in such a way as to minimize some 
measure of proximity of the depots to the customers in the region are common in 
facility location. We shall refer to problems of this type as k-clustering problems. 
Three typical formulations are 
(i) The k-centre problem; minimize maximum distance from depot to customer (the 
radius) in any region. 
(ii) The k-sum problem; minimize maximum sum of distances from depot to 
customers in any region. 
(iii) The k-median problem; minimize the total sums of the distances from depot to 
customers in each region. 
k-clustering problems have a simple integer programming (IP) formulation and it is 
natural to consider solving them by a branch and bound (BB) algorithm which uses 
linear programming (LP) relaxation bounds. 
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The performance of the relaxation approach for the k-median problem was ana- 
lysed probabilistically for a range of models by Ahn et al. [l]. In this paper we study 
the k-centre and k-sum problems for two models of distribution of distance between 
the points: 
Model 1. The points are the vertices of a complete graph with independent U [0, l] 
distributed edge weights. 
Model 2. The points are independently and uniformly distributed in the unit 
square. Thus if point i has coordinates (x, y) then x and y are sampled independently 
from U[O, 11. 
There is in fact a general implication of results from the k-centre to the k-sum to the 
k-median problem. The results for the k-median problem for both models may be 
inferred from this paper (see also [2]). The case of Model 2 is already covered for the 
k-median problem in [l]. 
Essentially, our solution approach is as follows. We estimate the expected value of 
the objective functions zLp,zlp (of the LP and IP problems, respectively) by conjec- 
turing near optimal solutions. We give tight bounds for the probability that the 
actual solution is more than E from the expected. The extension of this technique to 
the branch and bound process allows us to find a (probabilistic) lower bound 
on the number of nodes explored in the branch and bound tree. For the models 
and ranges of k studied here, we lind at least nRck) nodes are explored with high 
probability. 
Tables 1 and 2 give the asymptotic values of the objective functions zLp, zip and the 
gap ratio (zip - zLp)/zrp in the stated range of k. The k-median results are included 
merely for comparison. 
The implication of our studies on the solution of k-cluster problems for large n are: 
Model 1. Select the set S of depots randomly. Assign each customer to the nearest 
depot. 
Model 2. Apply the honeycomb heuristic of Papadimitriou [6], which imposes 
a regular hexagonal grid on the unit square, each hexagon being of area asymptotic to 
l/k. The hexagons, or part hexagons, form the regions and the point nearest the centre 
of the hexagon, the depot. 
Table 1 
Model 1: Complete graph with uniform edge weights 
Problem 
k-centre 
k-sum 
k-median 
ZLP 
1 
2k 
1 
2k 
n 
2k 
ZIP Gap Range of k 
l/k 
k = o(n/log n) 
n-k 
1 
k(k + 1) 
k = o( n/log n)li3 
n-k 1 
k+l 2 
k = o(n/logn) 
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Table 2 
Model 2: Unit square model for o(logn) < k < o(n/logn) 
Problem Gap 
k-centre 
k-sum 
k-median 
1.2. Notation 
Let V= (i: i = 1, . . . . n} be the set of points under consideration, and let S c V, 
1 S 1 = k be a set of depots. For each i, j E V there is a nonnegative real number dij which 
we shall refer to as the distance between i and j, although it may not necessarily satisfy 
a distance metric. 
Let P = (Pj:j = 1, . . . . k, V = u Pj) be a partition of Vinto k nonempty subsets. We 
shall call the Pj the regions, where it is understood that j E Pj. Ifj is a specified depot 
and i E Pj, we say customer i is assigned to depot j. We define the radius of a region 
Pj to be maxior, dij. It is assumed that dii = 0. 
1.3. Problem definitions 
The k-centre problem consists of finding a set S c I’, ISI = k, that minimizes 
The k-centre problem has the following integer programming formulation: 
zip = min 5 
subject to 
5: 2 i dtj_Vij (i = l,...,n), 
j= 1 
n 
2 Yij= 1 (i= l,...,n), 
j=l 
(l.Oa) 
(lob) 
j$l xj = k, 
O G Yij d Xj (iyj = 1, . . ..PZ.). 
(l.Oc) 
(l.Od) 
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Xj d 1 o’= 1, . . ..n). (l.Oe) 
Xj,yijE{O,l} (i,j= l,...,n). (l.Of) 
Thus, Xj is the decision variable for making j a depot, and yij is the decision variable 
for assigning customer i to depot j. 
The LP relaxation is obtained by removing the integrality conditions (l.Of) on xj, 
yij. We follow the method of Ahn et al. [l] and bound zLp, the optimal value of the 
linear programming relaxation, by estimating feasible (and close to optimal) solutions 
to primal and dual subproblems. 
The k-sum problem consists of finding a set S c V, ISI = k and a partition P = (Pj: 
j=l , . . . , k) of V such that j E Pj for all j E S, which minimizes 
The integer programming formulation of the k-sum problem differs from the k-centre 
problem only in that 5 2 Cl= 1 dijyij (j = 1, . . . , n) replaces constraint (l.Oa). 
1.4. Probability theory background 
We will invariably prove almost sure (a.s.) convergence in this paper. This is 
a stronger condition than convergence in probability. In general, we say X, “2 
X almost surely (a.s.) if Pr(o E 0: X,(o) + X(w) as n + co) = 1, whereas conver- 
gence in probability (a.e.) merely requires that 
Pr(o: IX,(o) - X(w)1 > E) --f 0 as n + co for all E > 0. 
Let A,(E) = {o E 52: IX,(o) - X(o)1 > E}, then if C,“=, Pr(A,(s)) < cc this im- 
plies X,“2 X as is shown in [4]. 
Our proofs make exensive use of the following lemma, the Hoeffding lemma (see 
C51). 
Lemma 1.1. Zf Y1, Y, , . . . , Y, are independent random variables and 0 < Yi < 1 for 
i= l,... , n, then,for 0 < E < 1, r = (Cq,, YJ/n and p = E(Y), 
Pr( F 2 (1 + E)P) < e-EZnlr/3 and Pr( r Q (1 - E)P) < e-E2”@/2. (1.1) 
1.5. Feasible solutions for the LP relaxation subproblems 
The k-centre problem has the following LP relaxation subproblem: Given a vector 
X = (Xj: j = 1, . . ..n) let 
z&x) = mint(x) 
subject to 
4 3 i dijyij (i = l,...,n), 
j=l 
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0 ~ Yij ~ Xj (i,j = 1, ...,n), 
Thus, zLp = 
(j=l ,...,n). 
min,z,,(x) subject to the constraints CJCl Xj = k, 0 6 Xj d 1 
The LP relaxation subproblem of the k-sum problem is identical, except, of course, 
that constraint (l.Oa) is replaced by 5 > Cl= 1 dijyij (j = 1, . . . , n). 
Lemma 1.2 (Feasible solutions for the LP relaxation subproblem). For each i let the 
dij be ordered in ascending order d,, Q dijl < ... d dij,. Thus d,, is di(t) the tth order 
statistic of{dij:j = l,...,n}. 
LetO<Xj<xj(j=l,...,n)andletpbesuchthat 
and let 
i 
. . . 
Xi, J =JI,Jz,...>_~~-IY 
j, - I 
Yij = 1 - 1 Xh, j= jp, 
h=jl 
0, otherwise. 
These are feasible solutions of zLp(x) for the k-centre and the k-sum problems. 
(1.2a) 
(1.2b) 
The above lemma will be used throughout to obtain upper bounds for zLp. 
Whenever possible we set Xj = k/n and yij = xj = Xj in (1.2a) and (1.2b). In this case 
we will say “yij = Xj for the nearest p = rn/kl distances dij as in Lemma 1.2”. 
Lemma 1.3 (The dual of the LP relaxation of the k-centre problem). 
zLp = max i ui - i vj - kw, 
i=l j=l 
subject to 
i$I si G l, 
ui-dijsi-t,<O (i,j= l,..., n), 
i$I k - vj - w d 0 (j = l,...,n), 
$3 Cij, Vj B 0, Ui, w unrestricted. 
(1.3) 
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Proof. The IP formulation of the k-centre problem was dualized by expressing the 
primal as max( - 5) with all inequalities in < form. The variable si is the dual 
variable for constraint (l.Oa), - Ui for (l.Ob), w for (l.Oc), tij for (l.Od) and Uj for 
(l.Oe). 0 
Lemma 1.4 (Dual subproblem). Given a vector u = (v/n: i = 1, . . . . n) the following 
solution is feasible for the dual: 
tij = k(V - dfj)+, 
1 
Si = -3 
n 
Vj = 0, 
w = max (where (a)’ = max(a,O)). 
j=l,...,, 
The value of the objective function is 
Zg(U) = V -k ,_max ( i (V - dij)+ . 
J- 1, . . . . ,8 i=l 
(l-4) 
The dual of the LP relaxation of the k-sum problem differs from that of the k-centre 
problem only in as much as the variables s are subscripted by j instead of i. Thus, the 
solutions given by Lemma 1.4 are feasible for the k-sum problem. 
1.6. Branch and bound solution procedure 
The branch and bound procedure we envisage to solve the IP formulation of the 
problems branches by fixing xj to 0 or 1 at each node of the search tree which is not 
pruned, and uses the optimal value of the LP relaxation subproblem computed at this 
node to prune the search tree. 
Let J, = {j E I’: xj = t at the node under consideration}, t = 0, 1. Let z&Jo, 51) be 
the optimal value of the LP relaxation subproblem evaluated with x, = t, j E J,. 
Provided z&Jo, Jr) < zip for all nodes with I J,, I d a, I J1 I d j?, R, /I integer, 
Jo n J1 = 0 then the depot-based branch and bound process will explore at least (“iB) 
nodes. 
1.7. General notes 
In what follows, all logarithms are natural logarithms. The function o = 
w(n) -+ co and w = o(loglogn). If X = X, and X d u,( 1 + o( 1)) a.s. and 
X, 3 u,( 1 - o( 1)) a.s. then we write X, - u, as. or just X - u,. 
2. k-centre problem for a complete graph with uniformly distributed edge weights 
Theorem 2.1. (i) For 1 < k < n/(cologn) the following asymptotic results hold a.s. 
(.z > 0 constant): 
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k o(log n) clogn 
ZIP 1 1 -e-‘/c (1 + Lx f O(B))% 
1 1 1 
ZLP 
2k z 2k 
ZIP - ZLP 1-k 1 1 
ZIP 
(ii) For 150 Q k < (n/ologn)0.4g, a depot-based branch and bound process will as. 
explore nRCk) nodes of the branch and bound tree. 
2.1. Solution of the integer programming problems 
We first consider the effect of selecting an arbitrary set of k depots to satisfy (1.0~) in 
the IP formulation of the problem. For a fixed set of depot vertices S of size k and 
a fixed vertex i E V - S and x E [0, l] we have 
Pr(miidij<x)=l-(l-x)* 
and thus the distribution function for the maximum distance is given by 
F,(X) = Pr max mindij < x = (1 - (1 - x)~)‘-~. 
ieV-S jeS 
Lemma 2.2. For k d L n/3 log n J and E > 0, let d1 = 3klog(ne/k), t12 = lln”3klog n, 
then 
Pr(zlP$[l- (Ay’k, 1- (A)“*]) = o(-+). (2.la) 
Proof. The proof is based on the observation that for a fixed set S of depots the mode 
of the p.d.f. of the maximum distance is asymptotic to 1 - (l/(n - k))‘lk. 
zip lower bound: Let 
l/k 
, ObQQn-k. 
Thus, F,(x) < e-O, and 
(2.lb) 
Pr(z,, G X) d F,(x) < e-e+kh(nelk). 
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Let 8i = 3klog(ne/k). Note that 8i < n - k and so x(0,) E [O,l]. Thus, 
zip upper bound (Fenner [3]): 
Pr(zlp Q x(0,)) d 1 - Fs(x(e,)) = 
( ( is)“-*) 
1 - i - 
(2.lc) 
(2.ld) 
1 
de24 - ( > nl+& . 0 
We now give various restatements of the previous lemma which provide a more 
immediate picture of the value of zip. 
Lemma 2.3. (i) zip N 1 - (l/(n - k))‘lk U.S. 
(ii) Limiting values of Pr(zip < x), for 1 < k < log2 n, k = c logn. 
c(n) + 0 c > 0, constant c(n) -+ co 
Pr(zip < x) 0, XECO,l) 0, XE [0, 1 -e-I”) 0, x=0 
1, x=1 1, x E [l - e-l”, l] 1, x E(O, 11 
(iii) For k = (n/log n)ll, c1 E (0, l), 
Pr (1 - a - o(l))logn ~ z,p ~ (1 + @ + s + o(l))logn 
k k )‘1-o(&)- 
Proof. The proofs given are for x(0,). Similar analyses may be made for x(&). 
(i) For k < wlogn, zip = 1 - (l/(n - k))llk(l-o(l)) and for k 2 wlogn(B1)lik, ZIP = 
1 + o(1) in (2.la). 
(ii) In the case where k = clogn and c~(logg’n, logn) we find x(0,) = 
1 _ e-(‘ic)(‘+@(“*‘)) in (2.lb) where 
4(4c) = & ( - log3-loge-loglogn-loglog@-)+log(l-X)), 
giving 
$(n,+( -4*, -:offglpgn). 
Thus, Pr(zip d 1 - e-(lic)(l-o(l))) < 0( l/n’) in (2.1~). 
(iii) Let k = (n/log n)a, where CI E (0,l) then 
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Let x(6,) = P/k then we can find a lower bound for fi as follows: 
1 - x(6,) = exp 
( 
- ?(I - a + o(1)) 
) 
and 
1 - x(0,) = 1 - f 3 exp 
P 
( ) 
-k-p’ 
and thus /!I 2 (1 - a - o(l))logn. 0 
2.2. Solution of the linear programming relaxation 
A note on proof methodology 
Feasible solutions to the primal are based on weighted sums of the first p order 
statistics by Lemma 1.2. Rather than consider these sums directly we approximate 
them by the following method. 
(i) For fixed i choose an interval [0, CC] containing at least p of the dij almost surely. 
(ii) Replace dij with a new random variable Xj where Xj = dij if d, E [0, a] and 
dij = 0 otherwise. The Xj are indepenent random variables, and their sum (a.s.) 
dominates the sum of the first p order statistics. 
(iii) As we use a version of the Hoeffding lemma (1.1) standardised to the interval 
[0, 11, we rescale Xj to [0, l] by Wj = (l/a) Xj, to strengthen the probability estimates. 
Lemma 2.4. For k = o( n/log n), there exist solution vectors x, u for the primal and dual 
relaxation subproblems, respectively, such that 
(9 4x) Q (1 + o(l)) Vk, 
(ii) zD(u) 3 (1 - o(1)) 1/2k, 
with probability of the converse exp( - n((nlogn/k)‘i2)) and thus zLp - 1/2k a.s. 
Proof. (i) We consider zLp(x) with xj = Xj = k/n for all j, and yij as defined in Lemma 
1.2 ((1.2a) and (1.2b)). For fixed i, we bound the sum of the first [n/k1 order statistics 
di(j, (j = 1, ..., n/k) of dij with the sum of those distances dij which fall in the fixed 
interval [0, ~1, where a is chosen so that the interval almost surely contains at least 
r n/ k 1 such distances. 
For fixed i, and CY = l/k(l -E), or M = 1 if k = 1, E = (klogn/n)“4 let N, = 
1 {j: dij d CC} 1. Thus, E(N,) = nc( and 
Pr(N, < ncc( 1 - a)) < exp , (2.2a) 
Pr(N, -C r n/k 1) < exp -c&))=exp( -a((?)“‘)). 
We now estimate the sum of the distances dij which fall in the interval [0, a]. Let 
x.= dtj if dtjdm, 
3 0 otherwise. 
(2.2b) 
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Note that E(Xj) = a2/2. Set Wj = Xj/ a, then the Wj are independent random 
variables taking values in [0, l] and so 
Pr 
( 
f: Wj 3 (1 + E): < exp 
j=l 
)_ (-g) 
=exp( -&$=exp( -CJ(~~)112)), 
and thus we find as a.s. upper bound for the sum of the first n/k order statistics 
di = ~ dijyij d ’ r~‘dicj, ~ OX .~ Wj d 
(l+E) 1 
j=l n j=l J-1 
(1%’ 
Pr 
( 
zrr(x) 3 (1 + 
(2.2c) 
(ii) We consider the feasible solution to the dual problem given in Lemma 1.4 with 
Ui = l/kn (i.e. v = l/k) which from (1.4) has objective value 
~~(u)=~--~~_rnax i k l--d,, 
J-,,...,.(i=l ck lJ)+)’ 
Let Uij = k(( l/k) - dij)‘, then for fixed j the Uij are independent random variables 
taking values in [IO, l] and 
E(Uij)= k s k- ‘;*(’ x),x+0x(1-;>=a. 
Thus, 
and 
2.3. 
Pr iUij>(l+E)” <exp 
i=l 
2k), (-G$=exp( -Q((T)r’2)), 
provided k = o(n/log n) this holds for all j, a.s. giving 
z,(U)+ +s)&=(l -E)$. q (2.2d) 
Branch and bound performance 
Lemma 2.5. For 150 < k < (n/o log n)“.49 and 
/JoI = An, A < g, IJII = pk, /A d 0.98, 
then as. for any Jo, J1 c V(J, n J1 = f$), we$nd z,,(Jo, J1) < zip and thus a depot- 
based branch and bound procedure explores nRCk) nodes. 
Proof. Let ti = n - IJou Jll, z= k - lJ1l, m = n - 1 Jo 1 and consider the following 
feasible values of Xj, xj in Lemma 1.2 for the LP relaxation subproblem at the node 
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(Jo, Jr) of the branch and bound tree: 
The proof follows the same general lines as Lemma 2.4, except that in Lemma 1.2, we 
make explicit allowance for those order statistics di(h) = dijh of i for which j, E Jo. To 
do this we expand the interval [0, a] in (2.2a) and (2.2b) to accommodate 
[m/E] + lJ0l order statistics. 
Now let E = lo-’ and 
1 rm/U + lJol 
a=l_E > n 
then 
+ i +A and thus c( = 
1 + o(1) 
n (1 - ~)(l - p)k’ 
For fixed i, let N, = 1 {j: dij < ct} 1 then 
Pr 
( 
3i(i= l,..., n)s.t.N,< [Fj+I.JOI)=Pr(ji(i= l,...,n)s.t.N,<(l -.z)na) 
< ne-w2h) (2.3a,i) 
and let Xj, Wj be truncated distance random variables defined in (2.2b); thus 
” Pr 3i(i = l,..., 
( 
n)s.t. C Wj>(l +c)y <nexp 
j=l 
) ($). (2.3a,ii) 
We now bound the objective function by the following series of a.s. approximations 
applied to di using (1.2b): 
_ 
jhsV-Jo 
and 
However, 
ZIP k min 1 - o(l), 
i 
A(1 - o(l))/ - ;l”gn(l - o(l))j. (2.3b) 
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where the lower bounds for zip are from Lemma 2.3 and now c( and c refer to that 
lemma. 
Let F = {(J,, Ji): lJ,,l < lO-‘j n/klogn, lJll < 0.98 k}. We now show that this 
bound holds simultaneously for all (Jo, Ji) in F, for from (2.3a), 
Pr 
Thus we conclude that at least 
nodes are explored, when k = (n/o log n)" . 0 
3. k-sum problem for the complete graph with uniformly distributed edge weights 
Theorem 3.1. For 1 < k Q (n/olog n) ‘I3 the following results hold as.: 
(4 ZIP - (a - k)lk(k + I), ZLP- l/S (ZIP - ZL~)/ZI~- 1, 
(ii) a depot based branch and bound procedure will explore nRCk) nodes of the branch 
and bound tree. 
3.1 Solution of the integer programming problem 
Lemma 3.2. For 1 < k < (n/ologn)“3 
‘IP = jFk-+ki)(l * 0 (1)) with probability of the converse e-n((n log* np3), 
Proof. Let S = { 1,2, . . . . k} be a trial set of depots and assign each vertex i to its 
nearest depot. For a given vertex i E V - S, the distances di, (s = 1, , . . , k) are indepen- 
dent and uniformly distributed. Thus, the probability that a given depot s is nearest is 
l/k by symmetry. We may regard yij as a random variable defined as follows: 
i 
1, 
yij = 
if dij = min,=i ,..., kdi,, 
0, otherwise. 
By the above discussion, E(yij) = l/k. 
Consider now a fixed depot j. We wish to obtain bounds for dj = Cl= 1 dij yij. In 
order to do this we replace dij by mi, where mi = min,= i, ,,, , k di,. Thus, 
E(mi) = l/(k + 1). We note that this does not alter the sum dj, assuming there are no 
ties, for if yij = 1 then dij = mi and yij = 0 otherwise. However E(CT= 1 mi yij) = 
l/(k + 1) by (l.Ob) and thus E(yijmi) = l/k(k + 1) by symmetry. 
For fixed j, the composite random variables dij yij are independent and take values 
on [0, 11; thus 
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Thus 
(1 - s)+---_, n-k (l+) 
k(k + 1) s&+])~2k(;)exp( -GG) 
< e-n((n bag* n)“3) 
\ 
ifs=W-1’6. 0 
3.2. Solution of the linear programming relaxation 
Lemma 3.3. For 1 < k d o(n/log n), there exist solution vectors x, u for the primal and 
dual subproblems, respectively, such that 
6) G(X) d (1 + o(l)) 1/2k, 
(ii) zD(u) 3 (1 - o(1)) 1/2k, 
with probability of the converse exp ( - R((nlog n/k)‘i2)). Thus zLp - 1/2k a.s. 
Proof. (i) We imitate the proof for the k-centre problem (Lemma 2.4) as closely as 
possible. Let xj = k/n and select the (at most) [n/k1 nearest neighbours of each vertex 
i as in Lemma 1.2. In the LP relaxation of the k-centre problem, we fix a vertex i and 
add up the distances to its nearest n/k neighbours j. In the k-sum problem, we fix 
a vertex j and add up the distances to the vertices i which select it as a neighbour. The 
number of vertices selecting j is now a random variable. 
For fixed j consider dj = C’= 1 dij yij. NOW 
yij # 0 0 dij E 
1 
+ dij < u where a = ~ 
k(1 - E) 
(or tx = 1, if k = l), 
with probability of the converse exp ( - O((n log n/k)“‘)) by (2.2a). From Lemma 2.4 
we have an a.s. upper bound of (1 + E) na2/2 for the sum of the distances in the interval 
[O,CX] (based on dij, i fixed) and thus 
k 2 (l+c)l 
dj 6 ;(l + c)? = (1% as 
(ii) The calculations for the dual are identical with those of Lemma 2.4. 0 
3.3. Branch and bound performance 
Lemma 3.4. For 1 < k < (n/ologn)“3 a depot-based branch and bound procedure 
explores nRck) nodes. 
Proof. The proof may be deduced directly from the previous proof and Lemma 2.5 as 
there is a sufficient gap between zLp(JO, J1) < 100/k and zip N (n - k)/k( k + 1) for any 
k in the stated range. 0 
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4. k-centre problem for random points in the unit square 
Theorem 4.1. (i) For w < k 6 n/o log n the following results hold as.: 
ZIP - 
2 ZIP - ZLP 
N- 
zLp 3Jx ZIP 
(ii) For o.~ log n < k < (n/o log n)“.49 a depot-based branch and bound procedure will 
as. explore nRCk) nodes of the branch and bound tree. 
4.1. Solution qf the integer programming problem 
In order to obtain the IP solution for the k-centre problem in the unit square, we 
follow a process of approximation first used by Papadimitriou [6] and later by Zemel 
[7, 81. The basis of this approximation is to replace the discrete set V by the 
continuous problem in which it is assumed that depots may be located at any subset of 
k points of the unit square, and every point of the unit square is a customer. 
Theorem 4.2 (Zemel [7, 81). (i) The limiting optimal solution zc of the continuous 
version of the k-centre problem is obtained by placing the depots at the centres of a grid of _ 
regular hexagons of radius R = ,/2/343k. Thus, zc - R. 
(ii) Provided the maximum distance A from any x E 1’ to its nearest neighbour i E V is 
o( l/J%), then zc - zip. 
Lemma 4.3. Let x E 1’ and i, E V be the nearest neighbour of x in V. Then A = 
max,,lZ d(x, i,) d Jm a.s. and R - o( l/G) < zip < R + o( l/G) a.s. 
Proof. Divide the unit interval on each axis into S = L Jn/3 log n J equal subinter- 
vals, thus defining a grid of squares S, (t = 1, . . . . s2) 
Pr(3t = 1, . . . . s2s.t. VnS,=O)ds2 (l+?T<$ 
Thus, A = J15 log n/n as. 0 
4.2. Solution of the linear programming relaxation 
Lemma 4.4. For o < k < o(n/log n), o -+ co arbitrarily slowly, there exist solution 
vectors x, u for the primal and dual relaxation subproblems, respectively, such that 
(0 zLp(x) G (1 + 0(1))(2/3&), 
(ii) zD(u) 2 (1 - o(l))(Wfl), 
with probability of the converse exp( - Q((nlogn/k)“‘)) and thus zLp - 2/3& a.s. 
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Proof. (i) For i = 1, . . . . n let 
a=(F)i’4, ~=(~~(l_i)(l_~))l’~ and 6=%. 
Let S, be the square [r, 1 - r] x [r, 1 - r] and M, = S,, - S,. Then n, = 1 Vn M,I is 
the number of points falling in M,, which is (4n/~‘&) (1 - o(l)), or more precisely 
Pr(n,#[(l -s)n(l - (1 -2r)2),(1 +s)n(l - (1 -2r)2)]) 
< 2exp 
( 
- Gn(l - (1 - 2r)‘) 
> 
=e -R((n log PI)‘*). (4.la) 
We choose the following values for x = (Xj: j = 1,. . ., n) for Lemma 1.2: 
if j E M, then Xj = 4k/n, 
if j E S, then Xj = (k/n)(l - (3n,/(n - n,))). 
We note that Cj”= i xj = k SO x is feasible. 
The reason for giving more weight to points in Vn M, is as follows. If i is close to 
the boundary of the unit square then it is possible that at most a quadrant of a circle 
with centre i and radius r will lie in the unit square. If this were so, then using 
a standard k/n weighting, we would have to look further afield to find enough 
neighbours to satisfy Lemma 1.2. This would make our solution suboptimal. 
If i E S, then a circle Ci of radius r centred at i is entirely contained in So. Ni, the 
number of points lying in or on this circle stochastically dominates a random variable 
which is binomially distributed B(n, xr2). 
We define independent random variables Xj as follows: 
x,z dij, jECin&, 
J 0 otherwise. 
(4.lb) 
We note that E(Xj) = 2rcr3/3, and rescale these random variables to the interval [0, l] 
to apply the Hoeffding lemma (1.1) by setting Wj = Xj/r. 
Case 1: Ci c S,. Set yij = Xj = k/n( 1 - (3n,/(n - n,))) for the nearest at most 
r (@)(I - (3nJ(n - n,)))-l 1 points j and zero otherwise as in Lemma 1.2. We see 
that Ni, the number of points j # i falling in Ci, is a.s. at least this value provided 
6 2 3n,/(n - q), for 
Pr(‘i<[~(I-~)~11)4Pr(Ni~(l-i)nari) 
I 
<erp( -gnw2) 
= enp( - cl((!!yy2)). (4.lc) 
42 
Thus, a.s. 
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di= f d..y..<k 1-L
j=l ZJ EJ-. .( .“,)pj. (4.ld) 
However, E(Xj) = 2rcr3/3; thus, 
Pr 
( 
27v3 
i Xj>(l+&)nT 
2rcr2 
j=l 1 ( 
=Pr f: W,>(l+&)nT 
j=l > 
<exp( -cny) 
= exp( - Q((F)“‘)). (4.le) 
Thus, di < (2/3J&)(l + o(l)) a.s. 
Case 2: i E S, but Ci n M, # 0. We ignore the larger weighting on xj for j E M, and 
set xj = (k/n) (1 - (3n,/(n - n,))) for all j E Ci as in (1.2a) and (1.2b) and proceed as for 
Case 1. 
Case 3: i E M,. Ifj E M, we set xj = Xj = 4kln and xj = 0 otherwise, and thus ignore 
all neighbours in S, however close. Each point i is allocated a circular region Ci of 
radius r, such that Ci n So c M,. Ci n M, is smaller when i is located at a corner of the 
unit square, in which case there is a quadrant of a circle centred at i, with radius 
Y contained entirely within M,. The number Ni of points falling within this quadrant is 
at least rn/4kl a.s. for 
Pr(Ni<[ $l)<Pr(Ni<(l-s)?i$) 
<exp( -gnT)=exp( -!A((%)‘;‘)). 
We find E(Xj) = 7~~16 in this case, and thus 
= exp( - a((?)‘;‘)) 
Thus, as before, 
di<‘CXj< 2(1 + o(1)) a.s. 
It j 3Jz 
(ii) We set u = (r/n,..., r/n) in the dual problem, as in Lemma 1.4. For fixed j, let 
Ui = (r - dij)+. Then for j E S,, E( Ui) = zr3/3, whereas for j E M,, E( Ui) decreases, 
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reaching a minimum of nr3/12 for corner points of the unit square. Resealing Ui to 
[0, l] in the usual manner, and considering j E S, we find 
Pr 
( 
i Ui>(l +E)‘y’ 
i=l 
+Gexp( -g 
= exp( - R((Fyi2)). 
Thus, 
and 
max 
j= l,...,n ( ) 
jJ Ui Q (1 + E)$ a.s. 
i=l 
by (1.4) we have 
4.3. Branch and bound performance 
Lemma 4.5. For O.I log n d k $ (n/w log n)“.49 consider a depot-based branch and 
bound procedure with 
IJOI G P&2 lJll < czk, a = 0.613, b = lo-‘j. 
Then a.s.,for any J,,, J1 c V(J, n J1 = $), z,,(JO, J1) < zIP and thus the branch and 
bound process explores nRCk’ nodes. 
Proof. Let 
F = {(Jo, J1): lJOl < fi&, lJll < xk) then IFI < n(p”‘klogn)+ak. 
Now let 
n=n--IJ,-,uJ,I, k= k - lJ1l, n, = IM,n VI, 
n,=I(M,nV-(JouJ~)l, 
and consider the following (as.) feasible values Of Xj for the LP relaxation subproblem: 
j E M, - J,-, u J1, 
j E S, - J,-, u J1. 
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Let 
& = 1o-2 ) N=[i/(k(l-&))I, r=(-y)l’z. 
We note first that & = n, - IM, n (JO u Jl)l IS a.s. of size 4n/J71k(l + o( 1)) by (4.la) 
and IJ,, u J1) is o(q). 
Case 1: i E S,. We assign the nearest, at most N points j E V - JO with yij = xj = 
(&)(l - (3&/(E - E,))) as in (1.2a) and (1.2b) and points of JO with xj = 0. Let Ci be 
the circle with centre i and radius r, then Ni = 1 (j E V: dij < r} 1 satisfies the following 
inequalities: 
Pr(N: d Iv + IJo/) < Pr(Ni d (1 - c)nzr’) (4.2a) 
We then proceed as in Lemma 4.4, defining Xj as in (4.lb), and noting that in the worst 
case all ( JOI nearest neighbours of i are actually j E JO. We (generously) make 
allowance for this by the series of approximations 
with probability of the converse exp ( - (a2/3)(2E/3k)). This last step uses the result of 
(4.le). 
Case 2: i E M,. The arrangements are similar to Case 3 of Lemma 4.4. As before the 
worst case is a corner point of the unit square. Let 
i 
4k . 
xj= 7’ JEM,-Jo, 
0, else. 
The number Ni of points falling in a quadrant of a circle Ci of radius r is at least 
(E/4@ + lJOl for 
Ni4(1-E)~ 
E2ii 
d exp 
( -1 2k ’ 
as in (4.2a). Thus, by the same approximations as in Case 1, 
45 A/4k+l.701 _ _ 
did_ C di(hjQ:,i Xi<T(l WE)? 
n h=l I-1 
jheV 
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2 
Q (l + s) (1 + o(l)), 
3&X(1 - s)3’2 
(4.2b) 
with probability of the converse exp( - (s2/3)(fi/6k)). Thus 
and so counting over all possible pairs (Jo, Jr) in F, 
Pr ( 2 1 (l+s) zLp(Jo, J1) > ~~ 3JcJ(l - s)3’2 )<2nexp( -G$.) 
2 
Pr 
1 (l+s) 
3(J0, Jr) E F, s.t. zLp(JO, Jr) > __~ 
3&cJz(f - &)3/z 
< zn( n(/Wk 1~ n) +ak 
=e -QWW 
Thus, provided 
2 (1 +s) 
3&--q&l - s)3’2 < 
we may conclude, by Lemma 
2 c 3&z 
4.4, that at least 
(‘“o;:,;“~) a n0.61(I-28)k 
nodes are explored, when k = (n/o log n)“. 0 
5. k-sum problem for the unit square 
Theorem 5.1. For co4 < k < nlolog n the following results hold a.s.: 
(4 ZIP - 0.3771967n 
2 ZIP - ZLP 
N - 
kJjt’ zLp 3&z 
p* 1, 
ZIP 
(ii) for o4 d k < (n/ologn)0.41, a depot-based branch and bound procedure will as. 
explore nRCk) nodes of the branch and bound tree. 
5.1. Solution of the integer programming problem 
Lemma 5.2. For 
n 
odkdp 
o3 log n 
and b(6) = g(i + ilog,) w 0.3771967, 
Pr _(l 
k& 
- o(l)), bon(1 + o(1)) 
kJk 1) 
= 0(kn-“13) 
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Proof. Let H be a hexagonal region centre c, of area l/k and radius R = J2/3$k 
which forms part of the solution of the continuous problem, and let S(s) be a grid of 
square regions of area d = sm2 formed by dividing the edges of the unit square into 
s = [Jwk] subintervals. Let 
S+ = {t: S,nH #0}, S- = {t: S, c H}, 
f(t) = inf 4~ YX f(t) = supd(c,y), 
YE& YE& 
b(6) 
zc = J d(c,Y)dY = ~ 
YEH kJjt’ 
zc is bounded by Riemann sums based on the grid S(s) as follows: 
z- = c f(t)Ll d zc d c f(L)d = I+ - 
res- iES’ 
and thus 
I+ - I- d max(f(t) --f(t)) x 1 H 1 + max (f(t)) x d x 1 St - S-1 
ter tes+ ps 
where we have bounded IS+ - S- 1 by a notional band of squares, parallel to the 
perimeter of H and two deep on either side. The length of the perimenter is at most 6R. 
Now, IZ, the number of points of V which fall in S, satisfies 
Pr(n,$ [(l - s)nd,(l + s)nd]) d 2exp 
( > 
- end = O(n_“‘3) 
where E = 116. We bound the distance sum in each S, as follows: 
C dij 6 C ntf(t) < (1 + &)?Zl+. 
tes - itHnV tES+ 
Thus 
z1p = ks 
Lb(6)(1 f o(k)) 
for the error in moving the depot from the centre to the nearest j E V is a.s. at most 
,,/?/s, for each of the at most (n/k)(l + E) points of V c H. 0 
5.2. Solution of the linear programming relaxation problem 
As in Lemma 4.4 we encounter a distortion in our solution approach due to the 
boundary of the unit square. In order to obtain enough near neighbours, points i on 
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the boundary of the unit square will have to look further afield than is desirable if all 
points have uniform weighting of k/n. We avoid this problem by effectively taking 
boundary points out of the solution by assigning themselves or very near neighbours. 
There are two cases to consider, of which Case 2 is the simplest. 
Case 2. When 6 = o(k) then n,, the number of points in the margin M, of the unit 
square is quite small, and we may set xj = 1 (j E M,) thus allowing yii = 1. 
Case 1. For k 6 & (approximately) we must use a lower weight for Xj to maintain 
feasibility. By trial and error, a value of k/on, 9 k/n was selected, for which the 
probability estimates hold up to k = o(n314). 
Lemma 5.3. For w4 < k d n/w log n, 
2 
(i) zdx) i (1 + o(l))- 
3&i’ 
2 
(ii) zD(u) 3 (1 - o(l))- 
3&z 
with probability of the converse epnCn”‘). Thus zLp N 2/3& as. 
Proof. Case 1: m4<k<n “Pi Let S, be the square [r, 1 - r] x [r, 1 - r] and . 
M, = So - S, as before, only now we widen M, slightly as compared to Lemma 4.4. 
Let 
Thus,ifn,=I{vEI/:vEM,)lthen 
Pr(n, $ [(I - 8)4nr(l - r), (1 + &)4nr(l - r)]) < 2exp (-r;)4*r(l -r)) 
=e 
-R(n”* logl,2nk”6) 
We use the following values of xj which are (a.s) feasible for Lemma 1.2: 
if j E M, then Xj = k/w+ 
if j E S, then Xj = (k/(n - n,)) (1 - I/O). 
(a) For iES,, set xj = (k/(n - n,)) (1 - l/o) and Yij = xj for at most 
r(H - n,)/k( 1 - l/w)1 shortest distances dij and yij = 0 otherwise. This is feasible, 
should points j in M, be included, as k/con, 3 (k/(n - n,))( 1 - l/w) a.s. for this range 
of k. 
The usual calculations will be used to show that these points j are bounded by the 
circle Ci of radius p (see (5.1) for details). 
(b) For i E M,, we set Xj = xj if j E M, and Xj = 0 otherwise. Note that xj is 
a function of the subregion of the unit square. Thus yij = k/an, for the rwn,/kl 
nearest neighbours in M,. At the worst, from the point of view of distances to nearest 
neighbours, i will be a corner point of the unit square and so the nearest ron,/kl 
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neighbours will lie in the quadrant of a circle. Let 
then the number Ni of points falling in a quadrant of radius R satisfies 
Moreover, R = o(r) provided 03” = o(k) ensuring that the quadrant lies fully in M,. 
We are now (at last) in a position to estimate an upper bound for dj = ~1~ 1 dij Yij. 
Case 1.1: j E S,. By construction (a), (b) above, as. only points i E S, within a dis- 
tance p have been assigned to j, and Nj the number of points falling in the circle Cj of 
radius p satisfies 
Pr 
n - n, 
k(1 - l/o) 1) 
= Pr(Nj < (1 - e)nxp’) 
d exp - - 
( 2 k(1 - E);l - l/w) 
= exp( - :‘I~~i2j\. 
1 
We bound dj in the usual manner (see (4.la)) by the sum of independent truncated 
distance random variables Xi, thus, as. 
k 
dj d - 
n - n, 
<-& 1-k (l+E)F 
( 1 
n2rcp3 
* 
= -+I + o(1)). 
3&z 
Case 1.2: j E M,. Now, points i in both M, and S, may have been assigned to j by (a) 
and (b). By the arguments above, the contribution from points in S, is at most 
(2/3@)(1 + o(l)), and in fact it is at most half of this, as can be seen by considering 
points on the boundary between M, and S,. The contribution from M, is (a.s.) less than 
the weighted distance sum to points lying in a circle with centre j and radius R. This is 
a.s. bounded by 
k n2ER3 
--(l+&)=O 
wn, 3 
and SO dj d - 2 (1 + o(l)) 
3&z 
a.s. as before. 
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Case 2: on2’3 < k < n/ologn. We now set r = p = (l/nk(l - s)(l - l/o))“‘, and 
choose the following values of Xj: 
ifjEA4, then xj = 1, 
if j E S, then Xj = (k/(n - n,))(l - n,/k), 
if i E S, set xj = (k/( n - n,)) (1 - n,/ k), for all j E So. 
if i E M, set yii = 1, and yij = 0 otherwise. Thus, each point selects itself at distance 
dii = 0. 
Thus for j E S, the proof is the same as Case 1, whilst for j E M, the only nonzero 
contribution to dj is from points in S, and in both cases the bound holds. 
Lower bounds: These are identical to those for zD(u) in Lemma 4.4. 0 
5.3. Branch and bound performance 
Lemma 5.4. For co4 d k < (n/mlog ti)o.41 and 
lJ0l = An, IJ1 I = pk, ,u d 0.99, 
then for any Jo, J1 c V (Jo n J1 = 0), we find zLP( JO, J1) < zIP U.S. and thus a depot- 
based branch and bound procedure explores nRCk) nodes of the branch and bound tree. 
Proof. Let 
1 113 
0 1 r= - k ’ E’E, 
E= k - IJ1l, n= n- IJOUJll, fir = I(Mr n V - (Jo u JI)I, 
m=n-_IJ,I, m,=I(M,nV)-JOI; 
thus n - n, > m - m, > ii - I&. 
Select the following values for xj: 
Xj = 1, .ie Jl, 
I7 - 
wn’ 
jEM,-(JouJ1). 
We will use the following values of xj < Xj for a given point i in order to determine 
Yij as in Lemma 1.2: 
0, j E Jo, 
i E S, * Xj = F , jEv--Jo, 
m - m, 
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- jEM,--J,,. 
Thus, points i E M, ignore points j E S, u J,,, whereas points i E S, only ignore points 
j E Jo. We now specify the radii of the circles Ci we will use: 
if iES,, let 
p = r(m - mr)l(kU - lb)) 1 + I JoI 
nz(l - E) 
if iE M,, let 
R = 4(raQ7 + IJot) 
( 
1’2 
nn(l - E) ’ 
where 
Pr(n, $ [(l - s)4nr(l - r), (1 + ~)4nr(l - r)] < e-R(nik”“). 
Thus, 3n/k 1/3 < n, < 5n/k”3 and m - m, > n - lJol - 5n/k’i3 = ~(1 - o(1)). If 
i E S, and Ni = 1 {j E V: j E Ci> 1, then Ci lies fully within So. Moreover, 
Pr = Pr(Ni < (1 - s)nnp’) 
6 exp - ;;(l - o(1)) (5.2a) 
If i E M,, the worst case of Ci A M, will be a quadrant of Ci, centre a corner of the unit 
square, lying fully inside M,. Thus, 
Case 1: j E S,. Only points i ES, - Jo and within a circle of radius p have been 
assigned to j. Thus, assuming the worst (Jo c C,), we see from (5.2a) that we will count 
the first Nj 3 r( m - m,)/@l - l/o)] + ( JoI order statistics of dji (i = 1, . . ..n). Thus, 
the following series of approximations may be used a.s.: 
(5.2b) 
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for 
= exp 
( 
- $1 - o(l))). 
Case 2: j E M,. Now points i in both M, - Jo and S, - Jo may have been assigned 
to j. The contribution from S, is at most half the value above, and that from M, lies (at 
most) within a circle of radius R: 
i dijYij = C dij Yij + C dijYij 
i=l is&- Jo isM,-Jo 
d w - l/o) rcp3 E 2nR3 
(1 + &)?I- + -(l + E)IZ- 
m - m, 3 am, 3 ’ 
where 
Pr 
Thus, zLp(Jo, J1) < 2/3,/m(1 + &) from (5.2b) and zip - 0.377n/kG from 
Lemma 5.2. Setting 1( =.0.99 we find 
Pr 3(J,, J1) s.t. z,,(JO, J1) > -? 
4 > 
< 2nn0.99k+n/k4’“logn 
. exp 
;k”“;lm /# 
- - 41)) I 
> 
which is a term of e-R(wn’k4’“). 0 
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